The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources provides equal opportunity in its employ-

flammable materials like brush piles, A pile of cured firewood and other flammable materials are kept at least 30 feet from buildings. Not applicable.

Also prepare your homes for wildfire. Tanks are free of com-
surrounding area from the home. The area around this propane other flammable material.

That's why preparing your home house. A windblown ember which your yard may prevent a surface burning is legal in most places, let's face it… Wisconsin. Using fire as a method to dispose of veg-

in your garden. It makes a great fertilizer!

The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) bill will the costs for all resources and personnel used in the landscape and it escapes and starts a wildfire, you Let's face it, wildfires are costly. If you set fire to

it to become a forest fire, shall be liable for all expense incurred in the suppression of the fire by the state. The DOR will be the only State agency that will establish

directly to the landowner or contribute their services by committee members to create and functions under an Affirmative Action Plan. If you have

PUB FR-564-2017

The Home Ignition Zone

• Fire-Resistant Construction

Firewise USA Recognition

This strengthening of community ties can benefit res-

between emergency responders and the community.

The person responsible for lighting the fire is required to become a recognized

It doesn't cost anything to become a recognized

program designed for fire-prone neighborhoods that helps

Firewise Communities USA

is a national recognition

the community BEFORE a wildfire
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Max. Order 1,000

_____copies
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Max. Order 200

_____copies
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Max. Order 50

_____copies
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_____copies
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_____copies
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_____copies
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Max. Order 100

_____copies
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### MISCELLANEOUS

**Burning Permit Tip Card**
- Fits in your wallet
- #FR-618
- 200/Bundle
- Max. Order 10 bundles
- ______ copies

**History of Smokey/Search and Find Placemat**
- #FR-572
- 1,500/Box
- Max. Order 2 Boxes
- ______ box(es)

**Check Before You Burn Magnet**
- #FR-524
- 50/Package
- Max. Order 10 Packages
- ______ package(s)

**Wildfire in Wisconsin 8:30 Minute Video on DVD**
- Max. Order 1
- ______ copy

**Be Ember Aware “Cottages and Cabins” 5:00 Minute Video on DVD**
- Max. Order 1
- ______ copy

### POSTERS

**Smokey’s Fireworks**
- #FR-288
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Protect Your Home**
- #FR-347
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Debris Burning vs Campfire**
- #FR-441
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Debris Burning**
- #FR-381
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

### CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES

**Pin the Hat on Smokey**
- grades pre-K - 4
- #FR-270
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Forestry & Fire Activity Book**
- grades 3 - 4
- #FR-573
- Max. Order 100
- ______ copies

**Smokey Flash Cards**
- grades pre-K - 2
- #FR-538
- Max. Order 1 Packet
- ______ packet

**Protect Your Home**
- #FR-347
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Debris Burning vs Campfire**
- #FR-441
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

**Debris Burning**
- #FR-381
- Max. Order 10
- ______ copies

### Items can be viewed at dnr.wi.gov, keyword “forestry publications”

The items on these pages are made available at no cost to partners and the public to help prevent wildfires and the losses associated with them.

Send completed form to: DNR DIVISION OF FORESTRY, PO BOX 7921, MADISON, WI 53707 or fax to DNR DIVISION OF FORESTRY at 608-266-8576.

Order Date:

First & Last Name:

Fire Department or Agency Name: County:

Mailing Address:

City, State & Zip Code:

Daytime Phone Number:

Email Address:

My local DNR Forester-Ranger is ____________________________

DNR Office _________________________

My Fire Department has a signed DNR MOU for mutual aid and fire suppression services  [ ] Yes  [ ] No  [ ] I’m not sure

Please have my DNR Forester-Ranger or Coop Ranger contact me  [ ] Yes  [ ] No